Hermeneutic Phenomenology Methodology Course 2021
Now Online

“To put oneself on a journey, to experience, means to learn”
(Heidegger 1971, p. 143)

We are delighted to invite you to the 4th international hermeneutic phenomenology methodology course which is due to run online throughout July 2021.

The course is aimed at postgraduate research students, researchers and academics working within health and social care areas who are new/novices in this theoretical and methodological approach.

During the online course, participants will receive an introduction to, and beginning experience in, designing hermeneutic phenomenology studies, collecting and analysing data, and reporting themes, qualities and patterns.

Learning outcomes for this course

• Appreciation of the philosophical underpinnings of hermeneutic phenomenology;

• Gain insights into key philosophical notions described by key philosophers (Heidegger, Gadamer, etc.) and how these can be applied within health and social care research;

• How to design and conduct hermeneutic phenomenology research;

• How to collect data for hermeneutic phenomenology;

• How to analyse, interpret, and report data in a way that is congruent with this methodology.
The course will be delivered during July 2021 that is flexibly delivered to meet different time zones. Every week students will receive access to

- Pre-recorded presentations, associated reading and activities to aid structured self-study;
- Face to face workshop;
- Group tutorial session;
- Student presentations for peer feedback;
- Pre-recorded and/or live presentations by guest speakers;
- Online discussion platform.

Additional resources such as interviews with experts, and wider reading material will also be available/provided throughout the course.

**Cost and booking**

Book early for a discounted rate - early bird rate £275.00 (for bookings before 30 April 2021), or £295.00 for bookings after 30 April 2021.

**Course facilitators**

**Professor Gill Thomson**  
University of Central Lancashire, Preston, UK.  
Email: gthomson@uclan.ac.uk

**Professor Susan Crowther**  
AUT University, Auckland, New Zealand.  
Email: susan.crowther@aut.ac.nz

For queries please contact Professor Gill Thomson gthomson@uclan.ac.uk or click the link below to complete the online booking form.